
 

3D Systems is looking for a motivated 

SENIOR PRODUCT MANAGER, 

ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING EXECUTION SYSTEM 
 

ABOUT 3D SYSTEMS  

3D Systems is a leading global additive manufacturing solutions company, offering new and optimized digital 

design and production workflows to enable new capabilities and competitiveness. From digitization, design 

and simulation, to manufacturing, inspection and management, 3D Systems’ integrated solutions combine 

materials, software, 3D printing and expert services to transform how things are done and revolutionize the 

3D printing category.  

 

JOB SUMMARY: 

In this job you will be able to take part in the full software Product Management build up and decision 

making, influencing the company road map and develop new products & markets.  

We are looking for an innovative and creative individual that is looking forward to take part of our journey in 

the fast growing additive market. 

You report to the VP of Product Management.  
 

PRIMARY JOB FUNCTIONS 

 Manage the entire product life cycle from strategic planning, definition, product development, pricing 

to launch 

 Develop deep customer relationships; become the voice of the customer  

 Drive a solution set across development teams through market requirements, product specifications, 

and product positioning 

 Understand and enhance brand drivers which lead to greater brand loyalty and customer retention. 

 Take ownership for understanding and enhancing the customer journey, customer and user 

experience (CX/UX) across product, design, and UI touch points to make customer experience a 

differentiated competitive advantage for the business 

 Identify, analyze and pursue potential strategic partnership relationships for the products and 

solutions that achieve the business objectives 

 Possess a keen understanding of the market and customer needs as it pertains to MES and/or 

CAD/CAM and the additive markets 

 Develop a portfolio that reflects the evolving landscape incorporating IoT, machine/deep learning, 

cloud, etc as relevant 

 Deep involvement in the productization and definition stages of the product 

 Ability to drive competitive advantage and drive a winning Value Proposition for software offerings 

 Work with the 3D Systems Sales, Marketing and Applications Engineering team to align on product 

and solutions  

PROFILE 

 Master in Mechanical Engineering or in Industrial Engineering 

 3+ years experience in Product Management 

 Experience in CAD/CAM/additive software/IOT/analytics 

 Highly desirable to have past experience in managing products with integrated solutions involving 

hardware, software and consumables. 

 Multi-disciplinary experience across different departments within an organization is a plus. 

 Must possess strong written/verbal/interpersonal skills; must be able to communicate with all areas of 

the company. 

 Extensive experience working in a team-oriented, collaborative environment. 

 Proven track record of meeting commitments with the highest standards of ethics and integrity. 

 Good written and verbal English skills, German is a plus 



 

 

WE OFFER 

 A challenging job in a young and dynamic team 

 A competitive salary and additional non-statutory 

benefits 

 Career opportunities in a global company with 

exponential growth. 

INTERESTED? 

Send your resume and motivation letter to:  

Livy Stiers, HR Manager Benelux 

Belgiumcareers@3dsystems.com 

 

mailto:Belgiumcareers@3dsystems.com

